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Smarter UK Ports is a series of five use cases for the 

use of technology in Smarter and Greener ports in the 

UK, developed and published by the Connected Places 

Catapult, in association with Royal HaskoningDHV UK.

The use cases are based on real-life challenges within many 

ports across the UK, co-created with five port authorities 

to give local context and relevance on how innovative 

technologies can be implemented to improve their business 

function, resilience, environmental impact and operational 

performance. 

The five topics were selected together with the partner 

ports to give context and achievable, nearer-term initiatives 

that support the delivery of key Maritime 2050 themes. As 

challenges that exist at ports throughout the UK, these 

use cases present opportunities for collaboration and 

knowledge exchange to deploy and scale these potential 

solutions to realise wider sector impacts. 

Meant as a snapshot of relevant challenges to port 

operators, these studies aim to inspire further discussion 

and collaboration, with clear next steps to make use of 

technology that delivers Smarter and Greener Ports

All of the Smart Port Use Cases in this series engage 

a range of existing or evolving technologies to bring 

improved digitalisation and business change into the multi-

stakeholder environment that UK ports operate within.  

We would like to thank our partner port authorities for their 

contributions and discussions and hope you find the series 

both enjoyable and informative. We would also welcome 

you to reach out directly to us with your own challenges and 

initiatives on our journey to Smarter and Greener UK Ports.

Henry Tse, Director of New Mobility Technologies, 

Connected Places Catapult

Smarter UK Ports - Project Introduction

Topic Supporting Port Maritime 2050 Links

Connected Supply Chain – Virtual  

Pre-Gate for Ferry Operations

Portsmouth International Port Trade 

Technology 

Environment

Automated Asset Inspection and Port 

Sector Maintenance Insight 

Shoreham Port Infrastructure 

People

Green Energy – Shore Power for  

wind-farm Service Operation Vessels

Port of Tyne Authority Environment 

Trade 

Infrastructure

Climate Resilient river operations in 

London by predictive level digital twin

Port of London Authority Environment 

Trade 

Security & Resilience

Operational Resilience – Monitoring of 

Marine Assets in Remote locations

Milford Haven Port Authority Infrastructure 

Security & Resilience
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Shoreham Port owns and maintains most of the 8km  of steel sheet-pile quay walls, a lock gate 

system and a network of private roads, pavements, quay furniture and buildings to operate this 

commercial multi-cargo facility. The regular inspection of these infrastructure assets employs 

a team of engineers and divers to test, measure and visually-assess their condition and plan 

repairs and replacement investments, as is commonplace at UK ports. 

Wear, corrosion, storms and damage events can impact on these asset groups and cause safety 

risks, operational downtime, cargo damage or unforeseen repair cost for the port. Information 

on asset condition is valuable to future planning and investment programmes. The port relies on 

their in-house engineering team to judge condition and repair schedules, using all the inspection 

and operational data from within the port. Inspecting assets more frequently should result in 

earlier identification of problems, lower cost repairs, and a longer overall asset life.

The cost and human effort of inspections mean that some assets are reviewed less frequently, 

with a focus on mission-critical elements; underwater inspections carry particular safety risks 

for the personnel involved. The port also has responsibility for the beach-side roads which 

are used by the general public for leisure activities, creating a stronger focus on any surface 

deterioration.

The in-house team in Shoreham are expert in their facility, but their judgements are naturally 

limited by historical and personal experience and insight. Wider comparison and lessons from 

the industry would be beneficial beyond the existing associations and partnerships between 

UK ports. Refinement of assumptions on asset condition, environmental behaviours, longevity 

and related incidents would provide further context to their own port plans.  With a long design 

life and bespoke localised design and installation, data-driven insight is challenging and precise 

parallels between ports could be misleading, but some quantifiable evidence adds value.
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“Our port business is 
reliant on our lock gate 
system and integrity of 
the quay structures to 
operate, which we have 
to physically inspect 
regularly, as we lack any 
quantifiable data feeds 
from these old structures, 
just like many ports 
around the country”   
 
Brian Rousell – Director of Engineering and IT, Shoreham Port
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Use of unmanned technology to automate inspection routines adds value to the port 

environment by improving safety and reducing costs to allow greater survey frequency. 

However, the greatest gains come from automatically interpreting and quantifying the data  

to alert asset management teams to key issues in the short-term and empower them to  

monitor long-term trends.

On a site-by-site basis, the lead time from gathering structured data to automated insights –  

the time it takes for the tool to ‘learn’ what are problematic issues – is limiting; but a cross-sector 

solution that brings together the collective inspection histories and experience of port  

operators nationwide can produce a data model that enables nuanced and well-substantiated 

local decision making relatively quickly.

Port infrastructure lends itself to automated inspection as the facilities are often within private 

land and under operational and safety control by the port authorities, and the environment 

presents hazards to physical inspections including under-water obstructions, high, fragile  

roofs and moving equipment and across large estate areas.  Options for the collective data 

capture across Shoreham Port include:

•   Remote Operated Vehicles (ROV) for underwater survey of lock gates and debris  

aggregation; steel sheet pile thickness testing probes (for degradation over time)

•   Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) for warehouse roof and wall conditions after storms,  

checking drainage and bird damage to Photo Voltaic panels.

•   Port vehicle-mounted pavement image capture, for identification of potholes, pooling  

water, cracks and hazards

The proposed cross-sector solution would use these tools to capture survey imagery or  

data that can be linked, perhaps using photogrammetry to geo-fix imagery, onto information 

models [developed to BIM principles ISO 19650]. This ensures information about the asset  

is interoperable so it can be merged with traditional inspection or control system data,  

such as SCADA sources, for routine or real-time monitoring.

Critically, the data and imagery would be analysed for signs of deterioration and the findings 

graded by severity.  Some manual input based on existing qualitative assessment guidance 

is required to initially ‘teach’ the machine, followed by crowd-sourced data labelling for 

reinforcement across UK ports; but given the wealth of inputs it is foreseen that automatic 

suggestions based on pattern-matching will quickly be refined into useful guidance for 

maintenance teams. This includes alerts or early warnings when new issues appear, such  

as a fresh crack in a roadway or an underwater wall perforation. The regular frequency  

of inspections can be supported cost-effectively by autonomous solutions performing  

standard routes.

The standardisation, collection, storage and presentation of the data and arising information 

is vital, to give a practically useful tool to asset managers, considering varying levels of focus 

and speed of navigation. Some use of gaming technology is valid, beyond the traditional GIS 

approach, for a deep but easy-to-use platform across multiple port user-categories.
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The Solution
Regular automated inspections, with standardised 

data output, converts to actionable insights for  

port asset maintenance.

2
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How it Could Work
A platform to absorb multiple visual and data-led inspection 

sources of asset condition, to structure and interpret into robust 

insights for port asset managers and planners.  Many data sources 

from across the UK would make this stronger and more valuable.

How this solution could work
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Industry Example 

Automated Condition 

Monitoring of highway 

barriers for Netherlands 

highway authority 

Rust marking grading were set 

by human inputs and the model 

learned to identify, by exception 

handling, to classify proportion 

of surface condition that was 

corroded.  

Once trained, the model identifies 

and grades barrier rust condition, in 

20m sections, from video capture 

at speeds over 100km/h.   This data 

allows asset management teams to 

understand degradation over time 

and identify areas or barrier types 

that require maintenance.

The model was trained by 

capturing many hours of 

motorway video, to identify the 

location and form of motorway 

barrier types in the Netherlands.

Source: Royal HaskoningDHV, 2019.
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This asset monitoring and inspection interpretation platform could be shared, in a segmented 

manner, between many ports to correlate findings from similar assets or working conditions across 

the country, which could then feed into localised comparison against the national ‘average’ and thus 

provide some supporting guide for decision-making at individual ports. Over time, this collection 

of data and improved learning would create insight to guide investment strategies and increased 

confidence on decisions, by comparison to replacement/repair programmes at other port locations.

The increased volume of inspection data and standardisation will lead to better identification 

of pre-incident trigger conditions and root-cause analysis for critical incidents such as quay wall 

deformation or bollard failures, which can progress un-noticed until catastrophic failure occurs 

due to limited inspection detail or frequency. Industry-wide challenges could be supported by 

this solution, such as the deterioration rates of old asbestos roofing (widespread in ports) or the 

corrosion rates on structural steel or quay escape ladders, particularly where this is microbially 

influenced – a type of Accelerated Low Water Corrosion (ALWC) subject to significant research due to 

the potential to halve the design life of a structure.

There is already a collaborative atmosphere between asset managers in UK ports and this tool, if 

independently managed, could be a useful data source for collective refinement of infrastructure 

management within the industry.  Data sharing between ports involves some transparency, but for 

asset infrastructure, is of limited commercial significance.

For ports bordering public spaces or sharing operational areas with leisure activities as along the 

beach-side road in Shoreham, then this solution presents wider opportunities.  

To give an important additional dimension, 

benefits can be captured by layering operational 

data onto the asset condition, to give focused 

effort (and investment) on most valuable or used 

assets, busiest quays, or vehicle tracking GPS for 

pavement wear, berth locations for bollard stresses, 

or traffic counts for road usage.  In many UK ports, 

the usage (and revenue generation) factor for asset 

inspection and maintenance investment is critical 

and should be used in conjunction.
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Wider Impacts
UK ports have a wide range of asset types and 

designs, but with similar overall challenges, so 

data sharing and collaboration to generate shared 

insight would be a collective benefit.

4

In Shoreham, port and beach users co-

exist, creating diverse pressures on port-

managed assets

As a landlord with duty of care towards visitors 

or road users, then degradation or failure of 

pavements or buildings can have litigious results.  

Regular inspections can support rapid fixing of new 

potholes or loose warehouse cladding.  
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5 Implementation Route
This solution involves emerging autonomous 

technologies and machine learning analytics 

working together to provide business value and 

insight to port assets 

5 Use of unmanned tools is not new, particularly UAV ‘drones’, but every-day usage in the port industry is 

limited.  Partly this is due to the lack of data interpretation tools and conversion of this imagery into value, 

which this solution addresses.  However, currently, the use of UAV is limited by Civil Aviation Authority 

rules which insist on a Line-of-Sight pilot, which significantly reduces the value for the port operator.  

Some revision of the rules for use on private estates would be welcomed, to support regular unmanned 

surveying, which is key to this concept. 

Data capture, conversion and hosting is available in the marketplace, facilitated by onboard storage in 

the device or by live streaming over cellular connections. Presentation, stitching and layering tools are 

commonplace.  The build and deployment of machine-learning models to interpret imagery and create 

alerts are also becoming widespread. This solution is a merger of multiple technologies to deliver a fresh 

business benefit to ports. Such combinations of tools already exist for monitoring highway conditions and 

vessel hull inspections, for instance.

With shared knowledge and cross-learning between similar port asset environments, drawing out  

useful comparisons is still a challenge. Further exploration is required to establish working standards  

and port objectives in using such a tool, from safety, environment or investment perspectives, before  

being deliverable.

Initial stages of implementation should focus on reliably automating data capture in port-specific 

environments, for example quay wall pile thickness testing or pavement condition surveying with  

vehicle cameras.

From the visual data capture and existing qualitative assessment techniques, machine-learning models 

can be developed with engineering specialists to guide the interpretation of images to set a range of 

results and parameters from the survey.  This will require a considerable volume of positive and negative 

readings, so additional involvement from multiple ports with similar assets would be valuable in building 

cross-sector interpretation and subtlety.

A user-friendly and multi-layered platform will be required in order to host or call upon and interpret  

the vast collection of inspection data, which can then be merged with the operational information on 

vessels and traffic.
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• Establish a UK port automated inspection working 

group, perhaps under an independent body, to 

develop standardised methods and measures

• Consider regulatory changes to enable better value 

extraction from automated tools

• Engage vendors of equipment and software to 

develop pilot projects

• Develop a demonstrator model at Shoreham Port 

to trial the resulting insights and business case

Next steps
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